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Sci Shoulders A 

What science in the past has done for peacetime We wish we could tell you about some of the P' y 
America needs no recounting. remarkable things they’ve done already. y 

. ‘ <i We shall—later. 
But science today tackles a grimmer job. Re- . Par ‘ . 

: : . , 
search now must give America at war the fighting Ever since dis inception, Westinghouse! las 

S sought out and trained engineering talent, 
weapons she needs. : 

encouraged engineers to develop and work out 

That’s why Westinghouse Research Engineers— new ideas, made itself an engineer’s company. 

working in one of the world’s leading laboratories— We’re proud of the way our engineers have 

are devoting their full time to the nation’s defense adapted themselves to creating and producing 
requirements. wartime equipment. 

Giz 

e yy e 5 

esting Ouse WS 
“An Engineer's Company,” Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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@ Our “guest artist,’ Dr. Seuss, has caricatured the Since war is now highly mechanized, all vital 

remarkable machine which digs ditches for pipe moving parts of these machines must revolve or 

lines or for Army trenches. reciprocate on anti-friction bearings. 

This machine is shown operating through ten That’s why New Departure is concentrating its 

inches of frost. In it, 67 New De- LE great manufacturing facilities, the great- 

parture ball bearings, many of / aC - est ball bearing plant in the world, 

them self-sealed to keep dirt out & G FENG. all-out for defense! 

and lubricant in, assure long life, Ww r ey ta) i New Departure, a division of General 

maximum power for digging and Sean Ay a i e & Motors, Bristol. Connecticut. Detroit, 

extremely low maintenance. Ye q Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles. 
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For a long time we’ve sought a word to de- for our armed forces, what aluminum will do 
scribe what we all work at hard here at Alcoa. in the future, all come out of that one word. 

It takes a very special word to describe Imagineering is letting your imagination 
making aluminum cheap, making it versatile, soar, and then engineering it down to earth. 
finding totally new places to use it, and then At Alcoa we have engineers with almost every 
helping people use it where they should. In kind of diploma, scientists with almost every 
war times it takes a very special word indeed “key” we know. Yet whatever career they fol- 
to describe, also, the ingenuity and daring that low with us, their real field is Imagineering. 
can make, almost overnight, three and four They work at it hard. They get results. The 
and five times as much aluminum as was ever importance of aluminum is their own doing. 
made before, and make it cheaper than ever. We at Alcoa would like nothing better than 
IMAGINEERING is the word. What alumi- that our company be known everywhere as the 

num did for civilians, what aluminum is doing place they do Imagineering. 

ONE PAGE FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 

ry ALCOA ALUMINUM 
REY e This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to 
mason understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness. 
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Volume 46 FEBRUARY, 1942 Number 5 

Iu This J. wo d4ue... 
Homer J. SCHNEIDER 

Editor 
. . As has been our habit in preceding issues, 

Joan Fawn HARVEY Ay ScHEINe? we present another engineering college depart- 

sspciate Hauer usiness. Mangger ment, this time the mechanicals, and its chair- 
e man, Professor G. L. Larson. Here’s the his- 

tory of the engine-oiling group. 

I ‘ 2 _ : EDTLFORIAL STARE To acquaint you with Wisconsin research 
JEROME BAIRD met "43. BLAKE WHEELER 42, GALE FROEMMING "43 under way in the H&V lab, we give you 

Editorial Assistant a insineers in the News DONALD NILES m'At ‘Air Flow Analysis,” page 6, byG. BE. Sined: 

HERE BLOCK Ais SEER ROBBINS e442 RALPH BAUER m’44 berg, mechanical engineering fellow, and his 
eature Editor Static che Seas i ; : Sam SHOR ici NOGER LeSeOnTER 2a assistant, Clyde Kaiser, ME4. If you ever have 

ROY McINTOSH mot "42 s an ROGER LESCOHIER ch’43 heati bl d d = 
Alumni Notes ARNE LARSON m'43 LESTER ELMERGREEN e'42 @ ‘heating ‘problem, and. you ‘want to: decrease 

her resistance, this is for you. These gentle- 
‘ men and their magic box grace our cover this 

month. 

BUSINESS STAFF One of the greatest production problems at 

FRED TEUSCHER m’43 CARL WULFF m’42 present is the conversion of existing machinery 

Advertising Manager Circulation. Manager from peace-time manufacture to war - time 

WALTER SPIEGEL ch’43. EUGENE PERCHONIK m'42 HENRY GEISLER m‘43 (NOT referring to seven o’clock eight o’clocks) 
Campus Circulation Outside Circulation Alumni Circulation output. A good example of what can be done 

ROBERT DAANE m’43 HAROLD FISCHER m'43_ JOHN CALDWELL ch’44 i 
BILL LEFFINGWELL m'44. WARREN BEYER ch’43. ORVAL SCHROEDER m'43 is shown by R. T. Herdegen, page 8. 
DON CALDWELL ch’44 ART PETSCHEL 043 

Handbooks are invaluable to the engineer, 

e both student and graduate. You can’t know 
everything, despite professorial desires. Don 
Niles has done a good job in his resume of the 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS et new references in our library. 
J. B. KOMMERS, Chairman 

W. K. NEILL, Adv. J. F. OESTERLE K. F. WENDT Harry Hummel, recent grad from Kentucky, 
P. H. HYLAND R. A. RAGATZ H. J. SCHNEIDER ; 
L. C. LARSON L, F. VAN HAGEN H. A. SCHLINTZ now teaching and work on a MS degree here, 

has some up-to-the-minute philosophy on 

Se Young America, page 12. 

“There comes a time when even the best of 
MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES friends must part,” and this is it for your edi- 

ASSOCIATED tors and the Wisconsin Engineer. Wringing 
it) a in the 

PROF. H. C. RICHARDSON, National Chairman out the old (and how we need it) and in 
Untversrry of MINNESOTA new, we present Jerry Baird, editor, Herb 

Miitneapolis, Minnesota Blocki, associate editor, and Walt Spiegel, bus- 

. iness manager. Keep ’em. 
Arkansas Engineer Michigan Technic Oregon State Technical Record 
Colorado Engineer Minnesota Techno-Log Pennsylvania Triangle ai 
Cornell Engineer Missouri Shamrock Purdue Engineer L. F. Van Hagan, civil prof and long cham- 

Drexel Technical Journal Nebraska Blue Print Rose Technic i i b. 1896 
Ilinois Technograph North Dakota Engincer ‘Tech Engineering News pion of yrs trly, the Wisco Engo (estab. a, 
Towa: Engineer North Dakota State Engineer Villanova State Engineer comes through again. Delving deep into his 
Iowa Transit N. Y. U. Quadrangle Washington State Engincer files, as we hope others of our faculty will, he 
Kansas Engineer Ohio State Engineer Wayne Engineer ag 2 : f 
Kansas State Engineer Oklahoma State Engineer Wisconsin Engineer brings us several interesting excerpts from cor- 

Marquette Engineer respondence with his former students. Let us 
National Advertising Representative se chi ‘eh itdewne pase lé 

Lrrrent.-Murray-Barnaite, Inc. et their experiences 8 » Pag . 
101 Park Ave., New York ; 5 5 

Just as though it wasn’t the first thing you 

e turned to, we'll mention that S*T*A*T*I*C 
writhes on page 24. 

Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given. 
Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, Check your I1.Q.? To further validate what 

Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate has | b hi eke ‘thi 
of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918, your ego, nas long been tebing youp tackle mals 

truly terrific intelligence test, turning to 24. 
e 

7 . z “ ‘ On our frontispiece, courtesy of Westing- 
Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin house Electric & Manufacturing Co., we see 

Engineering Journal Assn., 356 Mechanical Engineering Bldg., Madison infra-red lamps used for rapid drying of paint- 

ed surfaces. Would you like an article about 

° it? 

Subscription Prices 
Only two weeks gone this semester, and al- 

$1.00 PER YEAR’. SINGLE COPY 15c ready we are a month behind. Oh, well... . 

FEBRUARY, 1942 Page 3
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- The Department of the Month 

Ay Professor G. L. Larson 
ai Chairman, Mechanical Engineering 

| i aan Is rs of the older of the Northwest wing, and a small addition at the rear 

ranches of the College of Engineering at of the Steam Laboratory (now the Materials Testin 

this institution. It was one of the three original courses Laboratory). vi , d 

a the time the ne Nh aa eilishod in a oa Throughout the history of the Engineering College, 

oer of Militar Sa a ne OM hone 1 be the enrollment increased faster than space was provided 

sth te tn tot oak Madr Eager tag a ng. a t ‘eat inter’ time ‘ e- 

neering was also established in 1870 when Professor Fen tous oh ttn AaemnneteDe The Machine Shops 

Roland D. Irving was called to the chair of Geology, already cramped for space, were further reduced in 1910 

Mining and Metallurgy. The Civil Engineering course by the necessity for giving space to the Department of 

was established two years earlier in 1868. Instruction in Art Education. Unsuccessful attempts were made to se- 

these three courses was carried on for the first seven cure funds for enlarging the shops at this time, and the 

years in Bascom Hall, at that time called University Hall, Woodworking Shop was moved to the Service Building. 

the only building on the campus that had class rooms. Between the years 1910 and 1931, the only addition of 

The completion of old Science Hall in 1877 provided space that the Engineering College received was the 

i aie rooms ra ne rooms on ite Randall Shop Building which was built in 1916. This is 

ee se thbele eSRat “ed machine show, (The - oe story, ao roof “ ucture Haun 7 wings 

” : i : of the present Mechanical Engineering Building, and 

laboratory was used for tests in steam units, on hydrau- now occupied by the Welding and Heating & Ventilat- 

lic machinery, and materials of construction. In 1884 ing Laboratories. 

old Science Hall, located on the present site of Science . . . 

Hall, was burned and most of the equipment was de- The foregoing history of the growth and expansion of 

stroyed. the Engineering College quite accurately reflects the 

During 1887 and 1888, there was eonsiderable build: growth, until recent years, of the Mechanical Engineer 

ing activity on the campus. The present Science Hall, ing Department. By 1925 increases in enrollment In 

together with the present Chemical Engineering Build- Mechanical Engineering and other engineering courses 

ing (then called the Chemistry Building), the present caused considerable overcrowding in all laboratories and 

Radio Hall (then the Central Heating Plant), and thé departments; and in 1927, a realization of the needs of 

Electrical Laboratory and Art Education Building (then the Enginecring College led the legislature #0 appropiy 

the Machine Shops) were all constructed during this ate $577,000 for a Mechanical Enginecring Building. 

period. The new Science Hall provided rooms on ae This building was dedicated on Commencement Day, 

first floor for recitation, lectures and drafting; while the 1931. The following year the Department of Mining 

entire north wing basement was used as an Engineering and Metallurgy moved from what is now Radio Hall to 

laboratory for classes in steam engineering, hydraulics, the building it now occupies, vacated by the Forest 

and materials testing. All mechanical shop practice, such Products Laboratory. The completion of the Mechanical 

as machine work, carpentry, pattern making and foun- Engineering Building provided amply for the Depart- 

dry work, was carried on in the Machine Shops (now ment of Mechanical Engineering and the vacating of 

the Electrical Laboratory and Art Education Building). space that the department formerly occupied partly re- 

In 1894 the Machine Shop was enlarged not only to pro- lieved the cramped condition of some of the other de- 

vide more space for the increased enrollment, but also partments of engineering. 

to provide space for the Testing Laboratory which was In the meanwhile, the Department of Mechanical En- 

transferred from Science Hall. The Electrical Labora- gineering has continued its rapid increase in enrollment 

the a jad previonsly. occupied Pe ep ae ee until a te ee oa @ Mechanical Engineers pis 

oor and basement in the South wing of Science Hall, prise 40°%, of the total Engineering registration. e 

was also transferred to its present location at that time. present senior class of an even 100 seen? is the largest 

a je ms sta Electrical Engineering had been a part in the history of the department. While this large en- 

of the Physics Department. rollment has very much occupied the full time of the 

The year 1900 marks the completion of the present staff, the pursuit of research has continued with chief 

Engineering and Education Building (then the Engt- emphasis on Diesel engine combustion studies and fuels, 

neering Building). This building provided space for and air distribution in relation to air conditioning. The 

lecture, recitation, drafting and class rooms for all research work of Professor G. C. Wilson and R. A. Rose 

branches of engineering, together with space for the on Diesel engine combustion, and that of Professor D. 

Steam Laboratory and the Materials Testing Laboratory. W. Nelson on air distribution has won national recogni- 

The Hydraulic Laboratory was built in 1907. In 1910 tion for themselves and for the Department of Mechan- 

the Engineering Building was enlarged by the addition ical Engineering. 
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Air Flow Analysis 
ty G. E. Smedleng, ms'34 and C. L. Katser, me'42 

IR is a substance which does not lend itself to dis- hulls, and also through turbine nozzles and blades. 
A tinct observation of its action under actual conditions Textile threads or ribbons, used either singly or sui: 

of operation. It has been the desire of research ably arranged in multiples for simultaneous observation, 
investigators for years past to overcome this obstacle so result in the simplest means for determining the direction 
that more information could be obtained as to the be- of flow. However, their weight and inertia limit their use, 
havior of air flow. Several methods of recording photo- especially in turbulent flow. 
graphically such behavior have been used. They may be The method of observation by noting the action of par- 
classified into the following divisions: Schlieren method, _ ticles suspended in the air stream appears to be the most 
kerosene and lamp black method, textile threads or rib- useful method. Ammonium hydroxide vapors when 
bon method, and the method of particles suspended in placed in intimate contact with hydrochloric acid form a 
the fluid. smoke of ammonium chloride and water. Titanium oxide 

In the Schlieren method, differences in the densities of also forms a white smoke when it is in minute particle 
the air are produced by minute electrically heated resist- form and is used extensively in this work. 
ance wires. The shadows thus produced by the rays of In the heating and ventilating laboratory of the Uni- 
an arc light are projected against a screen. While for versity of Wisconsin research on the flow of air from 
direct observation, satisfactory results are obtained with- stack heads and from horizontal ducts with side outlets 
out lenses, it is necessary, for photographic purposes to is being carried on. At the outset of this work it was 
increase the light intensity through the use of lenses. apparent that some means for visual observation of the 

Of considerable interest and occasional practical use is flow phenomena would be of value. The drawing shows 
the kerosene and lamp black method. The model to be the construction of the apparatus made at the University 
studied is coated with a mixture of kerosene and lamp for this purpose. In addition to the use for study of air 
black or in some cases paint. This is then placed in an flow in ducts the apparatus can be used to study air flow 
air stream which, figuratively speaking, etches the flow over various shaped objects. However, the apparatus is 
lines upon the surface. This method is used principally limited to the recording of two dimensional air flow phe- 
in the study of air flow over automobile bodies, airship nomena. It consists of two glass plates spaced one-quarter 

- ae oe , seg yyge arn 
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inch apart. The model duct or shape to be studied is 7 [opti oa | 
made up from rubber strips or rubber sections and placed ‘ a ne e Se 
between the glass plates. A slotted trough placed at the , ee 

upstream end of the device is filled with hydrochloric : _ 9 —— a 
acid in back of which is an open container of ammonium 7 i» ~~ = 2g 

hydroxide. The fan can be used at either end, and when ia i ee mae ~~ | 

on the upstream side it acts as a supply fan, blowing the : thine ee = >. ” eee eee 

streamlines over the model. When used in this manner a : » en ed 

the transition chamber on the upstream side is used. This y jp cnc, 

chamber consists of a baffle arrangement which results a LE tee Se 
in an even flow across the entire width of the apparatus. — .3 us ail = ~ vo 

Air flow from right angled openings in duct work can / a 

better be studied when the fan is placed in the upstream seas — ih — : onee "a 

position. When used in this manner a vent strip is re- : oo “a eo 

moved from the side of the apparatus allowing the stream - me 4 i =. : 

lines to be projected outward from the opening in the : so | _— | |. ~“S. 

duct work into the atmosphere. If the fan is attached to —=—ES fo bee 

the downstream side of the apparatus it acts as an ex- _ = _ : ae a i : 

haust fan drawing the streamlines over the model. Oper- | —_. .. | oe a x : 

ating in this manner the vent strip on the side is closed cas | | co 

and the streamlines of smoke are drawn straight through _ / | L | |. 

the apparatus and discharged to the outside by suitable =, ; a [2 a 

vent piping. This method of operation is used when : oo i a Sees 
studying the flow of air over various shaped objects as : : 8 4 i a = 

wing sections and cross sections of condenser or boiler |... | i _ 

The flow of air over various objects can be visually ee ere Ta « oo: ie gi - noel a 

studied by means of this apparatus and a great deal of ee : Nitin saciid — sci — 

valuable knowledge can be obtained. However, if the flow a 

is recorded photographically, the results can be studied i Q 

at leisure and are of value for illustrating various points / 

of theory. Recent developments in photography have ee aera senatommare eat 

made it possible to get photographs of the above method a 

through the use of inexpensive cameras and high speed lag 

emulsions. When recording photographically the camera _ ae 

is mounted directly over the glass plates on a rigid sup- i 

port. The built-in lighting arrangement furnishes suffi- po : i 

cent illumination to allow a shutter speed. of one-fiftieth _ | 

to one-hundredth of a second with an aperture of f2.8. | , : 

These speeds are based on the use of a film with a Weston eo ee i 

tungsten rating of 64. ie / / ie. ‘ — “eg 2 

Several photographs are included to show the effect of ~~ 
: = : A i 

ait flow over objects of various shapes. In each case the 4 _ oS 

flow of air is from right to left. In the first photograph | a. 9 aie 

the air is flowing over a V-shaped object and the drag oe a = 

resulting is shown. The higher resistance offered by a 8 a _ ‘ 

flat plate is shown in the next photograph. The third : = "%  . 

photograph is one of a series taken during the progress | |. _ © 

of the horizontal duct research. In this view the air is (2. 

flowing from a side outlet in a duct with an extension on i. ae _ 

the face of the outlet and a scoop arrangement inside of oi oe —— 
the duct. The crowding of the air stream to the left side os LO ae mee 

of the extension and the even spread across the outlet of : nme mans a 
the extension is of interest. In the fourth photograph the aaa eee a 5 . 

flow of air over the cross section of a house is shown. oe os - - aaa 

Models of this sort are of value in studying the draft nomen pee ES ‘ ] y a 

characteristics of various chimney heights. The last pho- a oa lem a voi 
tograph shows the flow of air over a cylindrical object 2 es — yl ama 

such as a condenser or boiler tube. = | os 8 ae eel 
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Shell Forging By The Upset Method 
, hy R. TF. Herdegen, e/42 

NE of the most useful and important methods of conveyor for transfering finished shells to a marking sta- 

fabricating steel is by forging, and one of the most _ tion back of the upsetter. 

useful and important machines for forging is the Because the bar stack chosen for the job is of a length 

upsetter. The upsetter is not new, but its application to correct for making five shells it need only be heated at 

the production of shells has resulted in a new method of the end, and for this reason a slot-type furnace is used. 

shell production. The upsetter consists of a frame on One furnace will heat thirty bars at one time. Each unit - 

which is mounted a fixed die and a movable die. Facing is fired at both ends with an oil-gas-air mixture adjusted g J 
the machine, the fixed die is clamped at the right with to provide a loose scale that is removed on half round 

the impression facing left. The movable die, or gripping scraper plates mounted on the front of the furnace. The 

die, faces to the right, and, when slid 

horizontally into position by a series of PUNCH AND DIE ASSEMBLY FOR 3.45 IN. H.E.SHELL 

toggles, it matches with the right die. 

This is the first cycle of operation of a. Stations 1-5 have 
5; ; wey prcprcc oo i 

the machine. As soon as the gripper figgd-----=== ft Ee NSE OTE. 

dies have made contact, the heading a rece fT] ‘ 
2 Hl fn . ‘Dy Gage block for et a tool or die is moved up horizontally to &, cling eof bar fore | 

the front of the machine. It performs Shot Uy after each forging’ LL iis 
‘ ations S1@ EH ag metal, a and the ~~~ $ret 

gripper dies then separate. In most up- ~—Te fal —hble li \ 

set forging operations there are two or Nol {HE ----4 a ae 14 { 
‘ 5 esac aind "Lamia! 1 

more operations, so that the desired (SS | 
. Appa Fs 

flow of metal is attained in not one but No.2 gE iy ' 
several stages. el ———— 1 

This discussion will be centered about ~-of fgpe Ine =~ {1 ! 
1 ges — ~~~ eS — ~~ antes T 

the process as practiced in a certain No.3 | ey RY ED lig I 
Canadian forge plant which has devel- — 1 

5 3 =yz---- --- Ti 1 J! 
oped this efficient method. The shell- No.4 Peet acaathe ii I i k 2 

forging plant is a rectangular building TOL ee | i IS 
ee { 

divided into two bays, with the inspec- “tregora ds he ——-T eH [A ! 
--T —-- 4a al --- fA aaa ee 

tion and shipping department in one No.5 fee Sieg <p Cig 
doe tbeamarae oot § 

bay and the forging department in the FF t 

joini SY Ee ' 
adjoining bay. They are separated by os Sheart-2-Te dt Sy 1 \ A aes Annee eae ay an overhead conveyor system. In the No.6 _ Le (GK oreo cal Ze. | TL) @¢ 
forging section are three forging units, a St ' 

Paar oe SS sioc I end to end, along the length of the bay. Noy “TW get==- anges ~~ - JI t=. 2 

A forging unit consists of an upsetter ee ba tT > So: 

flanked by two slot-type heating fur- 5 RG 
naces, two mono-rail hoists along the Front ofram-~~~f J pp ann | 

front of the equipment, and a roller Stock 2¢ ola. x16¥ long=! \a-—-----------— 25 f8'closed--~------------- >| 

FORGING FOR THE 3.45 IN. HIGH EXPLOSIVE SHELL FIGURE II 
iperer clean ogns # allowance Ss. Ir ion Dies A this lengt) 24 ~2i§ * even Impression Dies Are — is length ol / for shear Used to Forge This 

Po ss p / Shell 
thos / 
Pig WS a mi . 
ws Pate a t 
we a A+ |} 
Poa 

et | Rona bene cnet , pcp Sorel rarer a al” View Showing 
Maximum total run out 0.1875 Cut-off FIGURE I 

Note:- Flash from cut-off must be hammered down flush Size and Shape of Finished with end of forging to clear g"dlia. center Shell : 
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temperature control is achieved by a Browning recordin, bar to the full outside diameter for the shell. This opera- P y & & P' 

and controlling potentiometer, connected to several ther- tion is very important since it locates the center of the 

mocouples along the furnace hearth in such a way that a hole for further piercing. Stations No. 3, 4, and 5 are P. & y P 8 

uniform temperature is maintained over the entire hearth. equipped with punches which continue the piercing opera- 

The marking and inspection station behind the upsetter tion: (to ah approsimere depth of 13 in. dividing the 

is adjacent to the overhead cooling conveyor separating work about eventy between them. The 6th eperanion 

the bays. In the area between the row of furnaces and merely serves to trim off the supporting collar which is 
upsetters and the building wall is a series of light mono- formed in station No. 2. The function of this collar is to 

rail electric hoists for handling the forging stock. prevent the walls of the shell from being pulled into the 

, : cavity by punch drag and thus spoiling the shell. 
Figure one shows the size and shape of a shell as : . . 

forged. This forging is sent to machining companies that A pair of necking inserts at the front of the gripper 
turn the outside walls and both ends, groove the shell for dies prevents the thrust action of the headers and punches 

driving bands, nose in the front end so that it tapers, from pushing the stock out of the end of the dies. The 
thrend the nose for a fuse: unit, and send the machined pair of inserts in station No. 1 narrows the stock down at 

shell to the shell-loading plant for loading and final in- the proper length to an oval cross-section of somewhat 

spection. less area than the stock. These inserts thus act as thrust 

Forging the Shells shoulders. Each succeeding station excepting No.6 and 

Th hand die | I No.7 has a corresponding pair of inserts, revolved 

. € punch and te layout necessary ts forge the shell through different angles about their horizontal axis to 
is shown in figure two. The cycle of operation is as follows. . h : = 

Assume that a bar has been heated in a furnace to the left peenenteriddges.onthecstiell aloig the lines whste he Mire 

of the upsetter. After the bar is freed of scale by oscillat- MESES etaton No. 6 has me L in order that the shell 

ing it on the scraper plates, its temperature is checked by ™°Y be driven nee of the collar. Station Now? carries = 
an optical pyrometer. At the same time, the three men of punch which finish forms the whole cavity and establishes 

No. 2 upsetter crew, an operator and two handlers, are the thickness of the base. The inserts at this station shear 

finishing a shell, after which they step back out of the the shell from the bar stock, and also serve as thrust 

way. The No. | crew of three men walks into position shoulders similar to the inserts in previous operations. 

with bar suspended on the hoist. The No. 1 operator At the inspection station the shell is casually checked 

guides the bar into successive stages of the dies as the (continued on page 22) 

hoist operator lowers 

the bar to each stage. . : ; . a 

At the completion of : one md rr a 

the shell it is thrown . Sed fr fa _ wae 7 K \ A 

on the conveyor and. : — ; ey ae, UP a , \ , 

the bar is placed back ‘ ae — [eye e a a 
in the furnace. een / \ A i | al --y, a 

Seven-impression [iim ee i i ihe 4 ps va 

dies are used to forge es 4... ae i es i - 

this shell. Atop the ‘ “| i | i oe, 

die block is a trim- a | ee Va ‘id iy 
. . ei... — oF F i ul 

ming tool which eee ; % , 
roughly squares the a —OT—TCT—T——C—C—C—CEF=?PsPwnnE TF | ‘ 
end of the bar. At the . _ ft a | wa wh 
first station the prop- — - . ce \ \ | au ae 0 

er bar length is located . : S oo: o a iP 4 j = ne 

by a guide arm which a : / f LL 57 OAT fie 8 oh «A 

flips out of the way - : y bi y , y | Ch 4 

before forging. The | —=—ses Pad 4 oh : : 4 

header tool for No. 1 ee a w BA he A Le on 

station is flat- ended - =r oN \ 

and. upsets the bar to ~ = ¢f . . A i 1° ran 

a larger diameter for rf a a - : i i.e "¢ 

a short length while 6 a | e | 1 : % x N 

squaring off the end. _y ee . “ ae |e a iY 6 

At station No.2 the - "9 7 z ” / ei San - . 

heading tool begins | suesiie | - | i - - 

e piercing operation: e — : : poe \ 

and at the same time i ~ M 

upsets the end of the Slot Type Furnace, Showing Heated Bar Being Removed 
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New Handbooks in the Librar the Library 

Ady Dou Niles, me'44 

I few years ago, there appeared in this magazine a summary It is mostly rewritten, and some of the applications 
of the handbooks available to engineers. Since that was print- whose importance has lessened have been condensed still 
ed, five more handbooks have been published. Wishing to fg veher than before, and some (notably the condensed 
neep the student engineers well informed, we are now present {the ASME Power ‘Test Codes) have been 
mg a review of cach of the new ones. aiid oF the So ae © 

. omitted completely. This was done to make room for the 

° new material which had increased in importance since the 

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, Knowlton, last edition in 1930. 
seventh edition, 1941. Cost: $8.00. Among the new subjects dealt with are models, charac- 

teristics of plastics (eleven years ago plastics were used 
The most obvious changes in this new handbook are only for ash trays), stress concentration, noise, powder 

the new size and the new print. The bulky handbook metallurgy, and wind pressure on structures. The last 

printed in 1933 has been done away, with, and the new named. has certainly increased in importance since the 
issue is of standard book size of about 6x9 inches. Thus Tacoma bridge collapse. 

it will be not quite so easy to break the back as so often The book now covers everything from aeronautics to 

happens with the top heavy 474x6% inch sizes. The print railways, or from statics to dynamics, and each section is 
has been made larger and more readable, easier on the written by someone who knows what he is writing about. 

eyes. Illustrations (diagrams of electrical connections, Marks claims there are over ninety contributors at the 

largely) have been used to a greater extent, making the present time. 

reading more enlightening and informative. Thumb tabs This book is not as smooth looking an article as Knowl- 

are cut deep so the indexing numbers can be easily read, ton’s E.E. handbook. The small size is the biggest trou- 

and the table of contents itself is easily accessible on the ble, as it is hard to read the lines near the inner margin 

inside front OVER: . . without straining the neck. One is tempted to apply pres- 
Before planning the issue, more than 100 electrical sure to force the pages down flatter and as soon as that 

engineers were interviewed as to what they expected to is done the back is broken, which is not a nice way to 

find in a handbook, and the pattern was built around this. treat such a valuable book. This breakage is noticeable 

It was primarily designed as an encyclopedia of informa- in even the best bound books of this size, and is inevitable 
tion useable to electical engineers, but it has not been inthe ordinary cardboard cover editions. 

concentrated to such an extent that the student can’t The paper is of the usual thin tissue in which the 

understand what is said. The encyclopedia effect is inter- printing on the opposite side shows through objectionably, 

esting as it provides paragraphs of explanations as the especially in the spaces around diagrams. This paper will 

main part of the book, rather than just using them as also tear easily, and if the book is used to any great extent 

supplementary to tables. scotch tape will be patching a lot of pages. However, the 

book would be a good investment for any mechanical in 

the market for one. 

LIBRARY HOURS 
Beginning with this semester the hours the library is ee ao —————— 

open have been extended and during the first five days of a si i = 

the week the closing hour will be 10:00 P.M. instead of oo” 7° cee f~ : “ ja ie ae 
nine as heretofor. The hours the reading room will be | Pes ar spricas fe roc L.. DAS Ar . 

open are now as follows: 7 : a a 8 : “ee - 
8:00 A.M. to 12:00 and 1:00 to 5:30 P.M. daily, except 7 a a ‘ie ame | aS DP an 

Sunday. 7 a a. Mace Histor oo ee .. . 
7:00 to 10:00 P.M., Monday to Friday, inclusive. a — a Misa Meg 2 a el es 

Mechanical Engineers Handbook, Lionel S. Marks, fourth . — , i 2 . : 
edition, 1941. Cost: $7.00. oe eee iE 

ee Be : 
The new M.E. handbook is of the same general dimen- a - _ “3 a — — : 

sions as the old, which makes it nearly three inches thick. CS a i a2 

Very impressive on the bookshelf. The New Handbooks 
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Civil Engineers Handbook, Urquhart, second edition, Min.E. handbook is just one in a series published by 

1940. Cost: $5.00. Wiley which includes editions of handbooks for other 

This is not a handbook in the strictest sense of the branches of enginesting aiiiiaiatiaaiaaaaiaaaiad size, good print, and strong paper. 
word, rather it is a textbook. It contains more written 

matter as compared to tables than an ordinary handbook 

does, and as such it is useful in a different line. —_ 28 ae es . . cs 
a a _ ~ on ma 

Urquhart intended his book primarily to present the po — i — (aie a y 8 

fundamentals of the many kinds of civil engineering so FT i fl  — ee _ he 

that engineers will be able to use it when they are con- : 7 - ee A fo ow 

fronted by a problem outside of their special fields. Sec- et acl \ a ie | a oa 2 

ondarily, many of the sections have been so arranged that |g se Ww > Lio hae a 

they can be used as a textbook in undergraduate courses. 5 ‘ | fas Ma a al ae a 

As such, each section is not as complete as specialized - , a 3 | | 

books could be and so would make a good single supple- Sd 7 ys ana a 

ment to a handbook of the individual’s specialized branch. i 3 Nd {m Pi a A 

This theory would work out excellently in connection _ —— Sy a nae - 

with a student’s line of work, and if it is so desired a |” : ie : ” hedaat— 

more limited but elaborated handbook could be purchased .. » f tf Y* : M4 e 

when the need comes up. oo 7 £ | _ - oo 

The page and print are of standard book size and very 

easy to work with. The paper is thick enough so that very 

little printing shows through from the back. The paper is 

white and has a slight gloss which might hurt the eyes Chemical Engineers Handbook, Perry, second edition, 

under a glaring light or if one did much reading. 1941. Cost: $10.00. 

For a student, this book is Very valuable, unless he The Ch.E. handbook is another of the awkward size, 

wants tables. They have been omitted almost completely. but the inside margins have been made wide enough to 

Mining Engineers Handbook, Peele, third edition, 1941. at the whole page fo be vead. While che pagesvate atill 
thin enough for the printing on the back to show through, 

Two volumes: $15.00. they are not as bad as the old edition. 

Now we're getting somewhere. This handbook has been The sections on mathematics, factors in chemical plant 

divided into two volumes, each of normal book size. The location, accounting, and reports have not been changed 

pages are of heavier material than is commonly found, so since the first edition which is as it should be as mostly 

they are not as likely to tear and they are not quite so those items are the same as before. However, subjects 

transparent. The pages fold back flat and the whole such as compounds which have become important lately, 

length of the line can be read without moving the head. sublimation, calculations, thermodynamics, and mechan- 

A distinct advantage indeed. A convenience not found, ical separators have been added, enlarging the book by 

however, is the thumb tab arrangement which is so useful about 400 pages. . 
in reaching each section rapidly. The seventy-one page index is a beauty to see. It is 

Eighteen of the forty-six sections have been radically eee . indexed and fed a ane 

changed along with minor revisions in the rest of the thing contacts’ wich coal. nl sure to be among the 

Pook Dobe omg Dieta is bringing UP eae thirty-three sub-headings. Tf you are writing a paper on 

troleum production, and enlarging the geophysical pros- heat, you can fad everything, whether it oe Heat caawee 
- , ; . heat of crystallization, heat-transfer coefficients, or heat- 

pecting section due to the great improvement in technique 4... in no less than one hundred ninety-one sub-headings. 

in the past decade. It would not be necessary to look under five or six head- 

The print has been changed to a larger size, which, ings to find the one under which a particular case is in- 

although not as good as in Knowlton’s E.E. handbook, is dexed as it can be found under them all. 

quite a bit easier on the eyes than the old print. The A bit of interesting information is contained in the front 

paper has a slight cream tint and has no glare in direct of the book, namely the Code of Ethics of the AIChE. 

light of any kind. This is a great improvement over the Several of the parts are directly applicable to students, all 

rice paper often found in handbooks. are to be used after graduation. It might be profitable 

to mull over them and be ready. 

Both volumes are, of course, important to the engineer, Section 27 is devoted to cost finding. Mr. Perry claims 

but volume i seems to be the main one for metallurgists, yar students and recently graduated engineers have a 

while the miners will have to use both volumes. deplorable lack of information on even approximate costs 

Tt may be of interest to the reader to note that Peele’s of apparatus and structures. 
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IDEALISM AND YOUNG AMERICA eats : 

La 
i by Harry HAummel, ch graduate 

Tau Beta Pi Prize-Winning Pledge Article 

ROBABLY in no other age of recorded history have that morals must be imposed wholesale on a person by 
P young people been subjected to a more thorough the teaching of divinely inspired leaders. The other is the 

scrutiny from the standpoint of morals and ethical traditional stand of Protestantism. Most people do not 
ideals than in our own. Pages upon pages have been realize the profundity of the difference between these 
printed discussing the religious attitudes, sex habits, and points of view. 

outlook on life of modern young American men and Furthermore, the Protestants are divided among them- 
women. A universal topic of late has been the isolationist selves. On the right are the fundamentalists, who hold 
position of many college students with regard to world for a literal biblical interpretation, and on the left are the 
affairs. Criticisms have been leveled from some quarters most extreme liberals, who ask only that one live signifi- 
that this viewpoint reflects a lack of moral responsibility, cantly. Between these are all shades of intermediate 
an evasion of sacred duty. opinion. 

Perhaps all of this discussion is only a symptom of Is it from all these sources that will come a unified 
what Professor M. C. Otto has described as “the pro- vision that will appeal to the modern temper? Perhaps, 
found ethical and moral confusion that is one of the most but let us not be too sanguine. 
tragic commentaries of our times.” By what standards Ethical decisions must be made by an individual on the 
are the young people of today to be guided? Where basis of some larger purpose that he wishes to serve. 
should they put their trust? To whom or what should Viewing the matter realistically, what is the possibility 
they turn? that America can furnish its young with a common 

There have not always been the possibilities for con- ground for such decisions? 
fusion that there are at present. In times past, great Our country is striving today to find unity about her 
systems of thought, into which every detail of existence traditional ideal of democracy, of freedom for the indi- 
was fitted, have held authoritative sway as the accepted vidual and respect for the human spirit. Certainly we 
dictums of their ages. However, the developments of sci- may be proud of these elements in our heritage, and they 
ence in the last two or three centuries have profoundly give us hope for the future. Indeed, it seems possible that 
affected our conception of the universe, as well as our America may be the last place in the world where these 
economic, social, and political life. As a result of these noble ideals are still held dear. 
changes many people no longer find it possible to accept But even here there are dissident strains in the sym- 
an explanation of life in terms of such an all-embracing phony of praise for democracy. The critical observer is 
system. bound to notice a certain amount of shallowness and in- 

The consequence of this has been a diversity of view- consistency in it. One is led often to wonder just how 
point of awesome proportions. Philosophers, traditionally much there is behind the chant of “God Bless America” 
in disagreement with each other, are more divided today and “It’s Great to Be an American” that represents any- 
than ever. Apart from their minor differences, they are thing substantial in the way of devotion to the ideal of 
segregated into two great groups: those who believe that human freedom. There is a temptation at times to regard 
truth is absolute, and those who believe that it is relative, some of it at best as fat complacency, and at worst as a 
a function of the situation. Between the two positions is veneer glossing over racial, religious, and political intol- 
a gulf as impassable as the Grand Canyon, and views of  erance, perhaps to be finally broken away by the rushing 
life based on one are totally irreconcilable with those currents of our time. Patriotism is a splendid virtue when 
based on the other. The honest observer must admit that it is aroused in a noble cause, but it is certainly not neces- 
the prospects seem slim indeed that philosophers will sarily synonymous with democracy. 
soon unite in any real sense to produce an idealism that These are difficult times for everyone; for the young 
will light the way out of confusion for questioning young they are tragic. We need to live by ideals, to feel our- 
minds. selves part of a great movement for human betterment. 

But if philosophy gives us no certainty, what of re- Instead we find that we are in a world of conflict and 
ligion, the long-time refuge of the weary and sick of confusion, in which all that we have held precious is 
heart? Consider the Christian Church, through which likely to be torn to bits. Let us hope that from the turmoil 
most of American religious life finds expression. We may and stress there will emerge an American idealism based 
consider its members as roughly divided into two classes: on a rededication to the principles of freedom and toler- 
those who hold to an authoritarian viewpoint, and those ance that will light the way for the whole world. It seems 
who stand for the freedom of the individual conscience. likely that unification of some sort will come, but of what 
The first position, that of the Catholic Church, demands _ sort it will be is for the historians of the future to write. 
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New Engineer Executives 

N FEBRUARY 6 the Board of Directors of the and by running (without stopping) all the way out to the 

O Wisconsin Engineer received the annual reports of Forest Products lab on his first assignment. He has been 

the editors and business manager and appointed the feature editor the past semester. Herb expresses himself 

new staff executives. They are Jerome Baird, editor, Her- colorfully, to say the least, and if allowed free run he will 

bert Blocki, associate editor, and Walter Spiegel, business put the magazine on almost any map. His lovable quali- 

manager. These men, all juniors, have started work on ties include traits which forbid him to tell what his high 

the March issue and will hold office for one year. Ex- school activities were or if he has a Pi Mu Epsilon key, 

executives Schneider, Erwin, and Schlintz will remain in but authoritative sources report that he attended Sheboy- 

advisory capacities for the remainder of the semester. gan Central High and graduated in four years. He is a 

Since it is hardly probable that the new heads would dorm man, at present a Conover resident. Herb likes sail- 

print anything ing and iceboat- 

about them [3 2 BO ge : DE) ing, to say noth- 

selves, it is only 4 é _ 4 a Se: boo ing of mechani 

right that they 4 dealin a4 , % 7 . ~~ cal engineering. 
F . FF F- | ] 4 : ) : 

appear in print a a 2 rl . a | Having had four 

for your sake at os — oe Co = y. wi -" 4 is re p Po years of high 

ie ine Hee eee OR ea: arethe men who 497 yp > . QS Pe te Herb is able to 

will be responsi- .  . s ae .* ag a diy ae eo 2 converse fluently 

ble to you and y v 3 : > 7 7 = rd in that tongue 

to the college — Se Sl | >» Y 4 with Editor 

for the publica- : a oo : _ a Baird, who had 

tion of the Wis- \ 4 Va / ’ ” three and some 

consin Engineer. : a iv 7 a fraction years, 

Jerome Em- Baird Blocki Spiegel and Room 356 is 

mett Baird, alias frequently echo- 

Jerry, alias Ossie, etc., is the red-headed gentleman who ing Ciceronian declamations to shame and embarrass little 

has been working in and out of the office since his fresh- Schneider who barely finished Caesar. Mr. Blocki’s inten- 

man year. A monument to his Herculean strength and tions are good—he would like to see more student partici- 

industry is his reorganization of the cut files—he num- pation in the magazine, with the magazine catering more 

bered and filed hundreds of drawings and cartoons with to student interests. 

a finesse that was beautiful to behold. Going further, he Walter Spiegel, the new business manager, has a good 

assumed charge of the Borrowed Engraving Dept., Unltd., job to keep him busy. With the depression finally over in 

and wrote millions of letters asking “if we could borrow the Wisconsin Engineer office, the editors will have to 

the cut of the whatsit on page 17 of the Whoosit Engi- hump to keep up with the new advertising pages Walt is 

neer? Thank you for your cooperation. Very truly anticipating. Walt has been in charge of campus circula- 

yours...” Jerry has held the position of editorial assist- tion, which means getting hold of engineers who will dis- 

ant this last semester and has also found time to write tribute the magazines in freshman drawing classes and at 

articles along the way. He is a Madison boy, an uncle to the Mechanical and Chemical Engineering buildings. As 

Thomas Jerome, a track and cross country runner (har- was the case with the editors, Walter was also born and 

rier), and is an integral part of the mining school. bred in Wisconsin. He graduated from Oconto Falls 

We rather suspect that the mining school is proud High with thirteen letters and is not particularly repul- 

of Honor Man Baird, for besides earning high grades _ sive. After fleeting interludes of forensics and music 

there, he also prepares mineral specimens for gainful em- Walt has settled down to chemical engineering. At 

ployment and has exhibited mineral resource maps and present he is a pledge of Alpha Chi Sigma, chemical 

samples in the last two expositions. Though generally fraternity, and is interested in industrial laboratory 

called a miner, Jerry wishes it to be known that he and work—preferably oil or explosives. A Chamberlin resi- 

most other miners are not miners at all, but metallurgists. dent, Walt sings in the Dorm Chorus with Blocki. Be- 

The new associate editor is Herbert A. Blocki, who sides wishing for rapid transit between the Chemical 

with Jerry will form the team which will edit the Engineering building and the Engineer office in the 

magazine. Herb showed his value to the Engineer West, Walter would be especially happy to have some 

by rooming with Carl Wulff, of the circulation wolves, second-semester freshmen on the staff. 
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DISTRIBUTION BOX BOATS (above) for | . 1 
the U. S. Coast Artillery must serve under the ss er yore 
most critical conditions. It is this type of boat > mY : a 
that must be able to work her way through to Re q | en ; eee | offshore mine-fields and connect up or repair &. | 
the electrical circuit which enables the shore , a 

: 7 fire : ’ | i control station to fire the mines _ Ss \ 
as i s NS : Brenan or oo. — 

: . a oe a i“ ee, | 
2 ‘4 a eo aie . ee i , Oy (3 
Liisi a Be a 2 a 

P-T BOATS (above) are the fast torpedo boats of our mosquito boat fleet. These 77 foot 
craft which are armed with four 21 inch torpedo tubes and four .50 caliber machine guns 
have a top speed of 50 knots and a cruising range up to 2,000 miles at moderate speeds. 
Recently one of these boats got into Subic Bay under the cover of darkness, torpedoed a 
5,000 ton Japanese ship and then roared safely out of the harbor under a hail of fire from 
machine guns and shore batteries. 

—Courtesy Mechanical Topies 

~ ie: ary cL a iS OO aa a ages PEE LE ete Si Me Baan aetas i KL ty seed OEE oa Race 

a A} oa Pics Me a Ly i Ff NOY aes oh 
. Cer: sme ee hr ee og é ap Rn at yaaa aces 

sa Pd eee al xe 3 Nifty ag Phat eo ea a ee ne 

r mG? a 7) Ne ae be e. = ‘de 
ue Se tial Se I eal 

Ty] - : i aa THE ARMY’S NEW SCOUT CAR (left) is 
il 5 > © = wie equipped with caterpillar treads in the rear to per- 

a % — i ee mit reconnaissance in areas with difficult terrain. 
ue LS = gemma % 3 a They are one of the many wartime products that OnE are ts DS e i ce S aes; are rolling off the production lines in automobile 

eae C= o-~, re a Me gee. plants that are changing to wartime production. 
Po @ eee en > i Te —Courtesy Automobile Facts 
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CURTISS WRIGHT P-40 (right) fighter -  ™ eae 
planes, which are powered with the Allison --, 
horizontal motor, have been giving an ex- GO 
cellent account of themselves on all fighting wet Fi he, Us Me 
fronts from England and Russia to Rangoon ee ~? 2 ‘. 
and Bataan. They are equipped with six Z a % esti A 
.50 caliber machine guns and are noted for pe aes pe 
their fire power and their excellent maneu- ‘ ae ON 

verability. a iC visi’ 
—Courtesy Westinghouse sy nee J 
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aye CE" BOMB TARGET BOATS (left) of the 
i eam a ahs @ - s ill anaes Navy can be handled manually or re- 
Re | ee © mote controlled by radio as they speed 
Bae Se ee @o=. through the waters, dodging and swerv- 
ee eS ee Pes ing to test the skill of the Navy air 

ee : ee MESSE bombers. Built with a steel deck, these 
_ ee eran a cg ae sturdy little 60 foot boats will withstand 

leaner ne a ee ES the direct hits of numerous service bombs 
ae ee <——— ae, —— sy loaded with water from 10,000 feet 
a re ee ee a ee = altitude. 
ae ee es —Courtesy Mechanical Topics 
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=< | A | NAVY’S NEW NET TENDERS (right) tend the Bw. ey /| a | 
anti-submarine nets strung across U. S. harbors. ‘ Ap I~. (| \ ae ApG 
These 150 foot diesel driven boats are important dg ee ca a Ny aeeee rs << 
factors in the control of ship movements during het ee arity 1, wae TONE wc Da C / 
the present submarine warfare along the Atlantic ee ee 
coast. They are armed with one 3 inch and two pd ten 
.50 caliber anti-aircraft guns. s (i 3 = ao 

—Official U. 8. Navy photo, — rs : ee 
Courtesy: AllisChalmers ee eae eS 
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Experience Was Their Teach 
Ady the Civil Engineers 

Compiled by L. F. Van Hagan 

There was plenty of work for engineering students during the men with only partial training were in high demand. With few 

summer of 1941. For eleven years, during the Depression Decade exceptions, engineering students accepted the opportunity to get 
and beyond, summer work was scarce, and engineering students practical experience. Some of their experiences have been re- 
had to take any sort of work that was available. Then the na- duced to writing and are set forth below in their own words in 
tional defense program created a shortage of engineers, and even the belief that these personal stories will have general interest. 

THE CONTRACTOR WANTED DETAILS “The first shift,” I tried to explain, “left this part high. 
” 

Work was just beginning on a highway grading project It all has to be done eventeally, 5 

near my home, so I immediately went to the contractor to You poor esllege student! Are you so dumb you can’t 

apply for work. I got the job after convincing him that understand English? Not ten minutes ago I told you to 

I could do practically anything. The work consisted of state heres He pointed to the new cell. b 

setting stakes for shovels and scrapers, checking grade, Dm sorry sir,” I apologized, “I did what I thought 

keeping time, keeping records of all material used by each wee: best. . pe . 

machine and the work done by the machine, and main- Listen; he said, “every fumeyeu open your mouth you 

taining progress records. The contractor insisted on all S#Y youre sorry about something. You’re in construction 

this work being up-to-date at all times, so that he could work now. If you fail occasionally, and we all do at times, 
: : there is no need to apologize for it. No one gives a damn check on anything at any time. i 

. whether you’re sorry or not. Don’t apologize. Put that 
Much of this work seemed to me unnecessary. As time in your‘pipe and. smoke it2?—-A.CT. 

went on, however, I began to see what use he made of the 

information. He plotted cost curves, he compared the 

costs and progress with those of other jobs, and he Tet isn] PSE BOGE 

checked on the machines and operators by the yardage _ 7 x-/} Tae, — L 1s Flr (ck) 

moved. I helped him figure for a bid once and was sur- I< KIA Bo j A (tee 
prised at the arrangement of the information on past jobs pp cy PX Nl es if eee }Ee™ 

i ALL OES 2 ee and the use he made of it. There was no guess work; { EAS ) Q (A) 
es 

every cost was calculated—R.G.]J. a/ KF a y ae Cc 

, ; SABIE WR i gl ESO Fl | hil! if Pf 
THERE’S NO NEED TO APOLOGIZE wo : a ud, {yi 

One phase of submergible shipway construction is the 

jetting of mud from the sheet piling which forms the THEY SHALL NOT PASS 
walls of the shipway. It is necessary for the sheets to be Z 3 ‘ 

° I learned that a young engineer, acting as an inspector, 
clean, down to an elevation fifty feet below the water ‘ . is 

oo. : . : does not at all times have an enviable position. One Sun- 
surface. Often it is impossible for a shift to finish a sec- z : : 

: . . : day morning another fellow and I were inspecting forms, 
tion, and the following shift must complete it before start- . mg ot : 

: : : . : none of which was acceptable if a strict interpretation of 
ing a new one. Sometimes a few sheets will offer particu- ‘ ‘ 

: : - a the specifications were to be followed; but we were throw- 
lar resistance to cleaning the last foot or two, and it isa. 3 : 

° | i ‘i ing out only the ones that were so bad that obvious im- 
question whether it is worth the effort. The specification i : 

“ . perfections of the slab would result from their use. 
states that, “the sheets shall be cleaned to elevation The f. 

» _. : . . e foreman of the formsetters was one of those under- 
—49.5,” but it is up to the discretion of the field engineer ee : 

. a sized individuals who try to make up for their lack of 
just how closely this is to be followed. ‘ ‘ ; 

size by developing an over-confident and offensive person- 
The third shift superintendent told me to take charge ality. After some time, he became openly assertive in his 

of the jetting crew and start work where the first shift had — opinion that the forms we had thrown out were all right. 
left off. I asked whether we should continue working on Finally, he told the crew to move one forward. By this 
the tough part or start a new cell. time we were all angry but not too sure how far our 

“Are you deaf?” he snapped. “I told you to start where authority went. It seemed like a good time to find out; 

the first shift left off. Even a college student can under- 5% with scarcely a look at the forms, we started to mark 
stand that.” I decided that the thing to do was to con- ral throw them out in order as we came to them. After 

tinue work on the unfinished cell. A short time later he our successive Torms were disposed of in this way as we 
came around and saw where th ki came to them, the foreman left without a word, and we 

a s re the gang was working. 
gang 8 went back to our old standards and completed the work. 

What the hell are you doing over there?” he de- We were relieved when the resident engineer approved of 
manded. our action.-—J.F.E. 
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FOR WANT OF A NAIL, THE ARCHITECT WANTED ACCURACY 

docu serene ee i, aemneton job I ee helping layout a residence hall for a college. The 

: specifications called for all layout dimensions to check 

that involved much pouring of concrete. One night, within one-sixteenth of an inch of the dimensions given 
near quitting time, a wall was hurriedly poured. Someone oy, the working drawings. I could not understand the 

lth ger pepaly “ De neta can ater is seater for such accuracy. To check within one-half inch 

thought should be satisfactory, until one of the archi- 
pouring, the fresh concrete oozed out onto the concrete tects explained ‘that df all of the: contractors ona. job 

slab, where it began to harden. A crew was immediately work to this limit of accuracy, there will be no claims for 

put to work "2 repair the damage, but before long a “extras” arising out of difficulties encountered because of 
Seed ee pero ee. — inaccurate layout. ; Care in the beginning results in fewer 

arguments in settling accounts at the end of a job.—G.F. 
were brought into service to break it up. It took a whole 

day to remove the concrete, and it was three days before y 5 i TAILS 175 BooG 

work could be continued on the wall.—F.M. joel ay! om af 

WISDOM IS WHERE YOU FIND IT oe 0 8a ‘ : ene Pe 

“Give me the wisdom of the uneducated to the loquaciousness qu 0 o\ Omg Ny wtf af -. 

of the intellectual.” —Cicero. fo og MR oN V/ 
I have a habit of picking up adages such as the above. 4 @ i ly mm 

I cut this one out of a magazine and pinned it to the wall } wea . ho es 

in my little testing laboratory in a corner of an old barn “Sp oy ec 

at Twin Bluffs, where I was testing aggregates and con- PY ey {ur 

crete beams for a highway job. 

Twins Bluffs is a small town where everyone wants to HE TESTED RIVETS WITH A PENNY 

know about everyone else’s business. The advent of the 
engineers caused quite a commotion, and I had quite a I was made inspector on a bridge construction job and 

few visitors. One farmer in particular came around often put in charge of testing rivets. The engineer on the job 

but never said much except to comment on the weather. showed me how to do it: Hold a penny between thumb 
Then one day he took notice of the slip of paper pinned and forefinger of the left hand and place it on one side 

to the wall. He read, sat down, and began asking ques- of the rivet head. Strike the other side of the head with a 

tions; intelligent and leading questions, which I had dif- light hammer. If the rivet is loose, a jar will be felt 

ficulty in answering. We spent a good half hour discuss- through the coin. If the rivet is tight, the hammer blow 

ing engineering and farming. When he left, I had a bet- cannot be felt, and the blow sounds as though the section 

ter appreciation of Cicero’s philosophy—M.A.N. had been struck. If a loose rivet were found among a 

large group of rivets, it is deemed imprudent to cut it 

out, as the hammering required to push it out tends to 

/ loosen some of the other rivets and spoil the entire 

/ x aa AN ® joint.—R.B. 

| | ves Ge Ve V7 AS SAFEGUARDS ARE NECESSARY 
{ i “/ 

[youll a ae Gis ‘ VY An incident which occurred on a highway job last sum- 

f Av te ps GED a d Bh mer illustrates the necessity of enforcing safety regula- 

Ba ffi” . nS #0 tions that may seem unnecessary. The contractor had 

ZB lao Oaee >, {u” neglected to barricade the side roads which crossed the 

job under construction, and the engineer had not forced 

HEAT EXPANDS AND COLD CONTRACTS him to do it. This is common practice, since the side roads 

On a steel construction job, we had trouble bolting an S@"tY little traffic other than that of local inhabitants who 

H-column to the anchor bolts. On our first trial, we had know the condition of the main road. 
to remove the nuts and repunch the holes in the anchor At certain places on the main road the old concrete slab 

clips. The nuts had gone on easily the first time and came had been removed. One night a local young man came 

off without much trouble. However, when we tried turn- off a side road and drove down the main road until he 

ing one of the nuts on the second time, the work increased struck a spot where the slab had been removed, and the 

tremendously. After several of us had exhausted our- ¢ar overturned. He escaped with a few cuts and bruises, 

selves on it, I felt of the bolt and nut and found them but the car was badly damaged. 

extremely hot. Then one of the crew tried cooling them The young man immediately saw the contractor and 

with water. In just a few seconds we were able to turn the demanded reparations. The contractor tried to pass the 

nut tight without much difficulty. It seemed impossible buck to the engineer, but the latter called his attention to 

that heat could affect so small a piece to so great an the specifications that called for barricades and advised 

extent.—J.L. him to pay the claim, which he had to do—D.E. 
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Ay Rey McIntosh, met'42 

Mechanicals DIETZ, JESSE C., Jr., 40, who was Miners and Metallurgists 
McLENEGAN, D. W., °21, has been instructor in sanitary engineering at this EHRLINGER, H. P., ’25, is a Captain 

promoted to engineer of the General university during the first semester of in the QMC of the U. S. Army at Fore 
Electric air conditioning and commercial this year, left at the end of January for Bliss, Texas, and is engaged in construc- 
refrigeration department at Bloomfield, active duty. He reported for six weeks tion. 
New Jersey. He has been with General of training at Ft. Belvoir, Va. HAHN, EMILY, ’26, who has been 
Electric since 1922. DOLLHAUSEN, JOHN L., ’40, main- teaching at the Customs College, Shang- 

REX, H. E., ’29, who is with the Car- tenance engineer for Dupont - Nemours hai, China, volunteered and is serving as 
rier Corporation of Chicago, was in Mad- Co., at Niagara Falls, N. Y., reports the nurse at the Queen Mary hospital for 
ison on business on January 6, 1942. arrival of a son, John Roger, on Novem- the duratirn. Her work since leaving 
BARNEY, EDWARD, MS °36, has ber 28, 1941. the University has been principally in 

been with the Boeing Aircraft Corpora- * SANDERSON, JOHN L., °40, is es- the field of journalism, being the author 
tion since March, 1940. He is now Assist- tumator and salesman for Wendnagel and of “Beginner’s Luck,” “Seductio ad Ab- 
ant to the Project Engineer of the B-17 Co., a structural steel company in Chi- surdum,” “Affair,” ‘Congo Solo,” “With 
Flying Fortress Unit. cago. Naked Foot,” “Steps of the Sun,” and 
CALDWELL, LT. J. R., ’40, was killed “Three Soong Sisters.” 

in action in the Philippine Islands on CE RR aa os FS res a SIREN, JULIUS E., °39, was killed in 
January 16, 1942. He had charge of a Puente Wh ies Sy a mine accident ac Nigoni, Mich. 
crew constructing hangars and expand- Oe ae es CHRISTENSON, JAMES O., °39, ing the field. formerly of A. O. Smith, is now 2nd 

° Seat Qo es Paes lieutenant in the Ordnance Department, 

Chemicals RON bee ae Washington, D. C. 
ae Pe oe ay VAN BUSKIRK, HECTOR A., °39, 

WATSON, CHARLES C., PhD 38, EAN Vie Re ae was married Dec. 27, 1941, to Marge 
was married Sunday, Dec. 14, 1941, to POW Fl ee aes Wojta, a graduate of the University of 
Jean Barbara Mathews, of Madison, Wis. Wh ee ee a Wisconsin Nursing School. They recent- 
Mr. Watson has a position as research a Ve Ce ly €étuiensd to ‘(Ganiada where ‘he thas a 
engineer with the Universal Oil Prod- ee SNe position as geophysicist with the Emper- ucts Co. in Chicago, Ill. ha { Phe \ i Baa ial Oil Co. 

° a Tr NCR at BLACK, ERROL V., *40, resigned his 
Civils ie cee SL iD position in the time-study and job analy- 

SAVAGE, JOHN L., °03, chief de- ‘he ay Ea +> Th ye Ta sis department of the Bell City Malleable 
a ser for the U. S. Bureau of a eee, ij “4 j aN Iron Co. of Racine, Wis., to take a posi- signing engineer for Ee tu We ume cael | | ; ’ , ituestse aé che) Dhile 

Reclamation at Denver, continues to be nH i a esr ny : olehin Wee ee ne 
che: recipient of high honov, He was ie tetany Mt i delphia Navy Yard. . S Be idbarrtiner dict ecch By iW Wi ANG us WORDEN, STEWART, ’41, is a 2nd 
Peter ens SAMETERSINS! Eves BOeuneers STs aoe LA Ae | (i nd h | lieutenant in the Ordnance Division of in the country to be made an honorary ae \ i] LAH, Bau Fi Ew o ie re 
memberok the American: Society of Civ- 1 ee. a the U.S. Army at Shreveport, La. He 
il Engineers at the January meeting of a ee, ee 8 in, charge of Construction: and Public the society in New York. gs OS Relations: ; 
SHOREY, EDWIN R,, JR.,°35,hasa |g ge 

leave of absence from the Shell Oil Com- : = sks pe Se Electricals 
pany, where he had the position of pro- ia elo SS king BICKELHAUPT, CARROLL ©., ’11, 
duction engineer, due to military duty. bas been elected a vice-president of the 
He is now a Ist lieutenant and is tempo- CLARKE, HARRY D., ’41, is a lieu- American Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
rarily located at Camp Joseph Robinson, tenant in the U. S. Marine Corps, sta- ANDREW, EDWARD L., ’16, vice- 
Little Rock, Arkansas. tioned at the Basic School, Navy Yard, president of Fuller & Smith & Ross, 
JANKUS, ALLAN, °39, left the Amer- Philadelphia, Pa. Cleveland agency, has been selected by 

ican Bridge Company in August to join SUNDERMANN, IRWIN G.,, °41, is Industrial Marketing as the “industrial 
the staff of the Abell-Howe Company, an ensign in the U. S. Naval Reserve advertising man of the year,” for his 
contractors and engineers of Chicago. and is taking four months of training at series of advertisements, “Aluminum, De- 
LEHMANN, KENNETH F., °39, lefe Annapolis. fense and You,” produced for the Alum- 

the Oliver Mining Company last Novem- SCHUETTE, EVAN H., °40, resigned inum Company of America. 
ber and flew to Panama, where he is jun- his fellowship at Stanford University at REED, PHILIP D., ’21, chairman of 
ior engineer on reinforced concrete de- Christmas recess and began work on Jan- the board of the General Electric Com- 
sign. He reports “conditions better than uary 4 in the section on Structures Re- pany, and also deputy director of the 
I expected,” and appreciates the change search of the National Advisory Com- materials division of the OPM, gave a 
from cold Minnesota to a tropical cli- mittee for Aeronautics at Langley Field, talk before the Sales Executives Confer- 
mate. Va. ence of the St. Louis Chamber of Com- 

VOSS, ARNOLD W., 39, now with REMLEY, ROBERT R., 41, joined merce, St. Louis, Mo., on November, 14, 
the Timber Mechanics Department of the Air Corps and is taking flight train- 1941, in which he described the “bright 
the Forest Products Laboratory, has been ing at Cal Airo Academy, Ontario, Cali- stars in a dark night” which justify faith 
in Louisiana on a government project. fornia. and confidence in the future. 
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Id “tricks in teleph 

The telephone plays a vital role in army camps, bases and factories — handling an 

communications. So the Bell System is enormous volume of calls needed to co- 

helping to school Signal Corps men in ordinate the Nation’s war effort. 

practically every phase of telephone con- Throughout the country, Bell System 

struction, operation and maintenance. people are wholeheartedly cooperating 

This training job is but a small part of in the drive for victory. To men and 

the tremendous task Bell System people women of their high caliber, there is real 

are doing in this national crisis. They’re satisfaction in a difficult job well done. 

setting up telephone systems for new GER 

Ky 2) kf = (A) yy fe 

Loa 
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: 9 SOMMER, W. L.—has an Army Com- SPIEKERMANN, JOHN C., JR.—re- D 
, , Febr uary, 42 Grads mission. ported on February 13 to the Boeing 

Mechanicats ? Aircraft Co. in Seattle. 
BOGART, J. D__N Chemicals ° ENGER ae ms oO reports ALLEN, JAMES S.—No report. Electricals 

2 lisde Ae Be lace a pos CLEMENS, ROWLAND A.—has a ANCELL, J. E.—is in the Naval Re- tion with Linde Air Products ve : . Y 
GRUENWALD, K. H.—has a_posi- Position with DuPont in Morgantown, serve. . é h the Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co. in W. Va. He is in the ammonia division. CARTER, E. T.—has a position with e a . Co. : 2 We Marcin Wi 8 mens ME NS DOWIE, DOUGLAS W.—is going Boeing Aircraft Co., at Seattle. TARe Me Ww i hG | Ele into the army as a 2nd lieutenant. GIBBS, C. L.—No report. 

‘tie 1 NEEL GILBERT, JULES—No report. — LARSON, R. W.—is doing Defense 
HEAGLE R. E—is with G 1 HUSSA, OWEN L.—has a position Research Work at Massachussetts Insti- lec Bi Sat aE WL SAE with Proctor & Gamble. tute of Technology. neers, MUELLER, FLOYD F.—No report. LINDSLEY, W. F.—is with General HENNINGFIELD, D. S.—has a po- . . ao Aas Ae eee PETERSON, HAROLD E.— is em- Electric Co. 

in: Wose-Allie “Wis Shalimers Be Free Oy iinbeals Clark Corporation, LUNDBERG, E. J.—is with General 
Ps : ENED VIG Electric Co. CEA eo ear ROBERTS, ARTHUR J.—is with MAY, H. E.—has a position with the KLAUS, D. E.—is with Remington P & Gambl see Rest Arms in Ilion, N. Y. FOSIOE ample. , Hygrade Sylvania Corporation. 
Pe ae WAMSER, ROBERT G.—is employ- MILLER, R. D.—has a position with KNUTSEN, H. K.—No report. 4 by the Eleccules Powder & abe sition LAVIN, H. J.—has a job with Chain 2S BY ROSSSASESES 5 OHSERIES. the Electromotive Corporation in La 

Belt in Milwaukee. . . Grange, Ill. a LUCAS, WOODROW — is with the Miners and Metallurgists OLSON, S. E.—has a job with Gen- Electromorive Corporation in LaGrange, ae WILLIAM J.—is going to the OeTERSON, R. A-has a. position 
MAINZER, K. C.—is in the Naval SCHMIDT, ERWIN H.—has a posi- with Boeing Aircraft Co. in Seattle. 

Aviation Corps of the United States tion with the Giddings & Lewis Co. of RETZER, T. C.—is in the Signal 
Naval Reserve. Fond du Lac. Corps Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, 
MILAUC, FRANK, Jr.—is with Allis STERN, MARVIN—has a position in New Jersey. 

Chalmers Mfg. Co. in West Allis, Wis. the Cleveland Tube Plant of the United REUTER, P. L.—No report. ; 
ROWE, CARL B.—is going to teach States Steel Corporation. RICHARD, V. W.—has enrolled in in the Mechanics Department of the Uni- e the Graduate School at Wisconsin. 2 puss DP - SCHMIDT, C. J.—is in the Signal versity of Wisconsin. Civils h ROWE, WILLIAM H.~is in the McBURNEY, ROBERT S.—has reg- Corps Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, United States Naval Reserve. istered in the Graduate School at Wis. New Jersey. SCHAAK, G. C.—is with Gejneral consin and is continuing a research proj- TOY, E. M.—No report. Electric. ect on brick masonry. WHEELER, B. G.—is with General 
SHARROW, R. F.—is with General MILAEGER, RALPH E.— is with the Electric in Schenectady with his bride, Electric. Standard Oil Co. of Ohio. the former Ellen Bridge of Madison. 

ee 

SOCIETY NOTES be elected at the next meeting in 

time for St. Pat to start growing his 
The last meeting was At the January meet- beard. A debate team is in trainin ZAUDER y 8 held on February 11. ing Mr. V. D. Claffey to meet Kansas University next Sep- 

&, Professor Williams of of the General Mal- tember at the National Tractor 
eS the chemistry depart- leable Co. of Wauke- meet. 

ment gave a talk on centrifuges. sha spoke to the miners about the The f . f th 
The organization gave its annual opportunities for graduating engi- fe MESH Msehing ek the 3, : : semester was held on award for the outstanding sopho- neers. He said that engineers Feb 5. At th 
more of last year to Roger Lesco- should not be discouraged because © mead . ae 
hier, ch’43, who earned a 2.93 grade of overcrowding in his field; that time t Ae af the mate 
point average. opportunities will come. A dinner . Wes ESE OF Ene: Fesig- 

nation of George Acree as Vice- oo. . prepared by the boys was served. . Election of officers Chairman and the appointment of 
AMERICAN was held at the De- The last meeting was Art Lytle as his successor. In addi- SOCIETY. OF cember 10 meeting, held on February 5. Hol- tion, Ed Dickenson was elected 
ENSNEErS and the leadership lister. Moore of the na- Polygon representative, and George 
C5 passe tro as . a ee dropped Acree was elected St. Pat candidate arzyn to Alfred In- in unexpectedly and teen or twen- of the electricals. Three student 

gersoll. The next meeting will be ty SAF’s gathered in the Rathskel- ted by Mike L : : r e r- held February 18, at which time ler and held a bull session over Papers were: Pres Ents y use ar . . 5 son, Vic Richard, and Mike Supiti- Mr. Jagger, one of the most impor- their beers. They discussed plans 
tant men in the national ASCE and for the next year’s membership lov. Attention was called to the 
a field secretary, will speak. In campaign. They will have another AIEE contest for technical papets. 
March they plan a joint meeting field trip to Milwaukee to hear a The next meeting, on March 12, 
with the AIEE, and will have a talk lecture on gas turbines soon. The will feature a movie on Electrical 
by some prominent religious leader. Polygon member and St. Pat will Safety. y P 8! ys y's 
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Dow AROMATIC CHEMICALS 

THE DEVELOPMENT and production of syn- Tobacco, chewing gum, soft drinks and a 

thetic aromatic chemicals is a division of host of other well-known everyday products 

Dow’s activities that is rapidly growing and likewise benefit through the accentuation 

constantly revealing new market possi- of their flavor characteristics by Dow aro- 

bilities. They are chemicals necessary for matic chemicals. 

the creation of both fragrance and flavor . . . 
inal wide variety of producta These interesting products, resulting from 

y , Dow's rich background of knowledge and 

The delightful fragrances of the rose, the experience in advanced chemical re- 

gardenia and the orange blossom are search, represent a promising phase of 

being recreated with the aid of an ever Dow's varied program of chemical develop- 

increasing ‘number of perfume bases. ment and production. 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

NEW YORK + ST. LOUIS + CHICAGO + SAN FRANCISCO + LOS ANGELES + SEATTLE + HOUSTON 
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SHELL FORGING... A mixture of graphite in oil swabbed on each punch be- 
(continued from page 9) fore forging has proved to be the most successful lubri- 

for correct depth and serious imperfections and it is then cant in preventing sticking and scoring. 

marked with the lot number and placed upright on the This fesenae ina several inherene advantage ne most 

overhead conveyor. A sheet metal cover is placed over important is the reduction in the amount of machining 

the shell to slow the cooling process. After the shell has necessary on an upset shell to that necessary for a shell 

been cooled for four hours the cavity is sandblasted to made by any of the older processes. Machining time is 

remove scale, then ground by hand grinders to smooth cut in half because the cavity needs no machining, and 

out any rough score marks from the punch drag. This is less turning is required on the outside diameter and the 

followed by a final inspection. No further processing is ends. Previous methods required more stock in the base 
done at the plant. and at the open end of the shell because of indefinite 

More than 120 of these shells have been produced per cavity depth, and needed more stock in the walls to allow 

hour per machine on a single shift of eight hours, includ- for the lack of accurate control of the concentricity of the 

ing the time necessary to change punches and dies. At  ¢@Vity. The high explosive shell discussed here is tapered 

times production rates considerably higher than this have t the base and only the upset and one other newly devel- 
been adhieved on a Téliowe sun, oped process will provide this taper, necessitating less 

The stock used is a round bar 2% in. in diameter and steel and less turning. 

about 8 ft. long; enough stock for five shells, with about . Importance of Process . . 
10 Ib. of butt scrap left over. The finished-forged shell More impotant than the machining time saved is the : saving in steel itself. This is possible because of smaller 
weighs aboun,33 1b: : .. machining allowances. At times when shells are needed 

The dies used for this process are chosen for their in a hurry the important factor in their production is the 
ability to withstand the heat of the stock, the pressure availability of steel. And as the steel available is depend- 
attained in gripping the stock, and the abrasive action of ener just onthe Supply’of iton ofeand.coke buton the 
the flow of the metal being displaced. The steel used in capacity of the steel mill, any saving in the original steel 

the dies for this process has a standard analysis common requirements for a given lot of shells is of paramount 

to this type of work, being a chrome-nickel-molybdenum importance. By a typical old process 50 Ib. of rolled stock 
alloy, heat-treated for toughness and wear-resistance at are necessary to produce a finished 20 lb. shell. By the 

high temperatures. upset process 36 lb. are necessary. Then for the same 
Punch Problems weight of steel stock the upset method will produce 

The punches have been the biggest single obstacle in 50/36=1.4 times as many shells as the typical old proc- 
achieving a high rate of production. They are subject to oc. Expressing the idea in a different way, the saving in 
large thrusts, which necessitate a tough, strong steel, yet steel capacity of the upset method over the old is 

they have to be very hard to withstand the terrific abra- (50—36) /36=40%. Considering that 500,000 antiair- 

sive action at the high temperatures. No perfect solution craft shells were used in one day over London some time 

to the problem of combining these two seemingly incom- ago, this process would have reduced steel requirements 
patibles has yet been accomplished, but some notable ad- for that day alone by 3500 tons. 

vances in length of punch life have already been achieved. It should be brought to mind that by a “typical old 

In their development, several troubles immediately process” is meant one of the methods used for shell forg- 

arose. The punches, having straight sides, would often ing during the last war and up to two or three years ago. 
bind in the shell and be pulled out of their holders. Recently, however, several processes for forging shells 
When the punches did come free after piercing the shell have been developed, the discussion of one having been 

they were badly scored by small bits of scale which published since the inception of this paper. These new 
formed on the steel between operations. And as one of processes utilize various forms of hydraulic and mechan- 
the big advantages of the process lay in the fact that no ical presses for piercing a billet larger in diameter than 
machining of the shell cavity was to be necessary, a shell the finished shell, and depend on various types of rolling 
made by a scored and pitted punch would not pass in- or drawing machinery to form shell by extrusion. The 
spection. Furthermore, some punches were wearing and one advantage that may be claimed for the new processes 
scoring much sooner than others, causing a lot of down over the old, with the exception of the upset process, is 

time for the machine. The path of the engineers and die that the cavity is finished in forging. 

designers was a rocky one, but in time several develop- Two more advantages are claimed for the upset process 
ments served to increase punch life from 50 shells per over any other process yet developed. The upsetter used 
punch to the present rate of several thousand shells per is standard forging equipment, very valuable for making 
punch. many peacetime products, and is cheaper than the spe- 

The punches had a taper of about 10 minutes on a cialized and numerous pieces of equipment used for any 
side, allowable under the specified diameter tolerances; other shell process. Special machinery in addition to 
were re-designed as to length and shape to evenly distrib- being more expensive has usually but one use. And last 
ute the work and wear on each punch, and were given a__ but still very important is that the cost of manufacture of 
cyanide case hardening to improve their wearing ability. shells is least for the upset process. 
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A SHORTER WAY TO LONGER LIFE A 
p Spinning furiously in a bath of fire, gears that will is speeded up as costs go down. In many cases, machines can be es 

a 7 . Se OTA Ay 
ea . + + A * si ified in ¢ ti e use iame-hardened parts. a B play a vital part in the nation’s production are given simplified in construction by the use of flame-hardened parts bee 

. . : : 2 dtertals Which a 5 Mamehardened anelide doxvens St plai boas longer, more useful, more productive life... in a hurry. Materials which can be flame-hardened include dozens of plain jy] 4g 
a ae 3 eo carbon, chromium, manganese, nickel, chromium-nickel, chromium. ge 
|‘ Through the swift magic of the oxy-acetylene flame, not molybdenum and chromium-vanadium steels, High strength cast iron [i 
i only gears, but a host of other metal parts and articles and pearlitic malleable iron can also be hardened by this method. ee 

|| can have their wearing surfaces hardened . . . exactly Linde supplies the oxy-acetylene equipment, also the oxygen and ee 
"4 where hardness is needed to resist wear. acetylene for use in the flame-hardening process. Inquiries about 

oxy-acetylene flame-hardening, flame-cutting, fabricating, and treat- 

This is something new in metal working. The secret of it is that ing of metals are cordially invited. 
heat is applied so quickly and with such precise control . . . and * % Fy 

i quenching follows so rapidly . .. that any piece so treated has no ao . . 
chance to become hardened all the way through. This means that The important developments in flame-hardening— and other proc- 
valuable properties like toughness and ductility are retained in esses and methods for producing, fabricating, and treating metals 

thé sere: of thé metal. - — which have been made by The Linde Air Products Company were 

The ad A raneca Reedan ifold. B greatly facilitated by collaboration with Union Carbide and Carbon 

eee ee ee eee eee ay. Research Laboratories, Inc., and by the metallurgical experience of 
Seen eee ene ee ee abe incePs ckecl oe th Electro Metallurgical Company and Haynes Stellite Company — all 
occur. J hus one section of a shaft, or the rim of a wheel = or the Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. 

teeth of a gear can be hardened, leaving the rest of the piece in its 
original condition for needed properties er easy working. Cheaper . “ “Te COMP 

and more plentiful ferrous metals can often be made to do the THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY 

work of less readily obtainable steels. Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

The method is lightning fast, so it saves on operating expenses. Ta 
Some pieces can be hardened in as little as five seconds. Production GENERAL OFFICES: New York, N. Y. OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES



HERE’S ... just in time to hear the professor ask this question: ‘If 
STA TIC you start at a given point on a figure and travel the entire 

distance around it, what will you get?’ Student: ‘Slapped.’ 

...FOR YOU “Aha, I muttered to myself, they may be wolves, but 

they’re not stupid. 
WHAT THE OTHERS THINK “Next, I quietly slipped into an electrical engineering 

; In order to obtain an unprejudiced viewpoint of the class, and was privileged to hear Prof. Bennett explaining 
engineers, we conducted a non-partisan poll on the cam- a complex derivative: ‘Just watch the blackboard while I 
pus recently. The question was—“What is your impres- go through it again.’ 

sion of the Engineers?” “Not daring to watch, I hurriedly retraced my steps. 
The balloting was extremely heavy, and we obtained “My fourth stop was made at a Steam & Gas class 

many and varied answers. The three most common opin- where the instructor, a certain Noble Sherwood I believe, 

ions were: Engineers are— was giving an oral quiz. ‘Now, Mr. Ingersoll, can you give 
1. Wolves the class an example of wasted energy?’ ‘Yes, sir—telling 
2. Uncouth a bald-headed man a hair-raising story.’ 

3. Wolves “The instructor winked at me, and feeling quite embar- 
Knowing that this was not entirely the case, we pre- rassed and self-conscious, I immediately dashed for the 

vailed upon a representative of the “culture college” (L. door, but was unable to escape without hearing the fol- 
& S.) to circulate amongst us to see for herself what a lowing: ‘Mr. Custin. Give me an example of perpetual 
serious, diligent group the Engineers really are. motion.’ ‘A cow drinking a pail of milk.’ 

Herewith is her report: “I quickened my pace, and soon found myself in the 
“On the first morning I wandered into the Engineering lobby of the Mechanical Engineering building where I 

library. The absolute quiet of the group amazed me. had hoped to analyze a composite group of Frosh, Sophs, 
Some of the Engineers were concentrating on linear Juniors, and even Seniors. However, as I passed the 
curves from the sacred pages of ESQUIRE, while others M.E. Auditorium I heard a disgusted professor shout: 
were asleep on the tables. Not wishing to disturb them, ‘You may go now, but for Heaven’s sake don’t flap your 
and knowing Engineers, I rushed out the door. ears on the way out.’ 

“The next stop was a Machine Design class. I arrived “Anticipating the tremendous stampede which was to 
- —.____ follow, I decided to forego my last scheduled analysis in 

order to insure my own safety. As I flew out the door, I 

pe remarked to myself: ‘Everything that people say about 

2 the Engineers is true—very true’.” 

ofall Pe Eo“ ° 
KO a After a rather serious accident involving one of the 

anew al local taxis the policeman who was investigating the case 

ww (oe asked, “How did you knock him down?” 
Cee “I didn’t,” the poor driver replied, “I slowed down to 

_ let him go across—and he fainted.” 

THIS IS A TYPICAL WHAT’S YOUR I. Q.? 
4“ Mt 1.—Here’s a problem in simple mathematics. You have 

TD GREENFIELD four number sevens, and you are allowed to combine 

them by using any or all of the four common mathe- 
TA Pp matical processes — addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

Though it costs less than a and division. How can you obtain a result of 56 by using 
dollar, it may cut threads in as many as 50,000 only the four sevens? 

holes Before it wears out eote tie: 2—You are given a room which is perfectly insulated 
Taps, Dies, Twist Drills, Reamers and Gages, and which is at a temperature of 70 degrees Fahrenheit. 

our great modern metal working industry could Inside the room is an electric refrigerator with its door 
not exist as we know it today. That’s why open. The refrigerator is connected to a source of power 
“G.T.D. Greenfield” tools play such a vital which is outside of the insulated room, and electrical 
Partin industry and in Unele Sam's war effort. energy is supplied to the refrigerator. What is the effect 

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION upon the nerperature- of the aif 
GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 3.—If you were on a frictionless surface, what would 

be the best way to get off? 

eae (a) just walk off (c) take off your shoe 
MVE A dd, J Ta (b) fall down and kick and throw it off 

yourself off (d) blow yourself off 
TAPS + DIES + GAGES + TWIST DRILLS - REAMERS - SCREW PLATES + PIPE TOOLS Answers on Page 28 
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pA hour is worth ten in production this versatile metal working tool include 3) || 

time when steel plate for our ma- hardening steel to any degree and crim" | 

chines, guns, tanks and ships are depth; welding two or more metal parts @ 

multiple flame cut by the Airco Oxy- into a strong, homogeneous unit; ma- | 

acetylene Flame. Slicing its way through chining metals with unrivaled speed, : 

steel and iron, this white hot flame has and cleaning and dehydrating metal , 

revolutionized metal fabrication by surfaces for long lasting paint jobs. To ul 

providing a swift, accurate, economi- insure greatest speed, efficiency and 

cal method of shaping sheets, forgings, economy in applying the Airco Oxy- 

castings, structures and pipe. Size and acetylene Flame to defense production, 

shape which can be cut is practically Air Reduction offers industry the coop- 

limitless. A single piece or hundreds eration ofa complete engineering staff. Gg y 

of identical pieces can be shaped to To better acquaint you with the General frees: 

amazingly close tolerances. Changes many things that this modern produc- 60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

in design require only new blueprints tion tool does better we have published In Texas: 

or templets to guide the torch. “Airco in the News’’, a pictorial re- Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co. 

Other defense jobs being done by view in book form, Write for a copy. DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARE WELDING 
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iS ‘| Librarian Volk Reviews 
— =n _| Some New Arrivals at Library 
— y .. ge ADVENTURES of a White-Collar Man. This is a fas. 
| _ a io Gul ees s | 7 cinating little book which one is tempted to try to 

2 ANG eS A a ye 4 a | read at a single sitting. I tried to but my better judgment 
_ J ~ ay li y triumphed shortly after 2:00 A.M. It is more than the 
a « an Mao. vets _ i, story of an engineer from his first adventure in seeking a 
a 4 NS fs  - : 
_ vA % a” SC job as a recent graduate of M.I.T. in 1895, to his present 
(4 @ Nic no CF position as head of one of the largest business enterprises 
LK € ‘2. St of the world. It is a saga of the development of modern 
ia i manufacturing—especially the automobile industry,—and 
C2 | feremigear ll it emphasizes the value of an engineering education to 

SY [OFA ,. | the modern industrial executive. Toward the end of the 

- aie mer book Mr. Sloan discussés some modern trends and the 
eee “Adventures Ahead” for the young men now starting 

oe ee The Boulder Canyon Project, by Paul L. Kleinsorge. 

(e  chausiece ced ackine oe “A noteworthy feature of the past decade is the marked 

Mae ond ota a “gad 6 prevent hove progress of the development of the water powers of the 
Lee se edges the Luilia ’Metdllic’ ik con country through vast federal projects . . . The first of 

deed & De ce coe mas these projects in point of time and among the first in size 
| Sidered the best woven tape made. ~~ 5 : j i oe ris and importance, is the Boulder Canyon Project . . . Spe- 

eee cial emphasis is placed here upon the historic and eco- 
i  . rs—sSN nomic aspects in order to appraise the project from an 

; i i f view... A study of the services of NEW YORK THE JUFHIN fOULE (00, Canadian Factory economic point © y SO. 
re eas gal Pure C' WINDSOR, ONT. the project and their value in relation to the costs in- 

é curred.” The author is a Stanford man and sticks to the 
Nd RULES PRECISION TOOLS original name of Hoover Dam. 

ee - 
| 

Stop at Brown’s | STATIONERY 
today for... QE enaes 

®@ Textbooks WRITE THAT LETTER NOW 

Wisconsin’s largest most 
complete stock. STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 

Incorporated 

@ Student Supplies 712 State Fairchild 9930 

A big stock of quality — — —_[ — 
merchandise priced to fit — ll 
your budget. | 

| Ask for w | E 
®@ 5% Rebate Checks KENNEDY. CNsame O 

Good Anytime. MANSFIELD oe ; ’ LN f 

5 Pure e@ ‘4 ‘we 
* , * BROWN’S rs BR Vy Products y A a6 Se Ks) 

> v= BOOK SHOP . OP 
Served at all Nw Ww STATE AT LAKE STREET ime i SFE 

— _ si —_ = 
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How to Slice a Meteorite! e 

Retr Gen ce 2 : Ever see a shooting star? 

i ee ; f There are about 7,500,000 
a : oe ©. every night! Most of them 

g RG ome ea (. burn up in the outer at- 
Se i" e a ei mosphere, and the few that 

ie : pee f reach the earth are man’s 

i Reece esi * only material link with 

ee one * Shy . celestial space. For exam— 

Pa ie , a 2 ination and study, these 

ee Rea : Po - Aiea z hard, dense meteorites 

So : : s y a : S _ are easily sliced with a 
5 ss en special type of bandsaw 

* s 5 2 . using Carborundum Brand 

; Bar 5 4 . Abrasive Grain as cutting 

4 . : ek ts ae | agent, then finished with 

] ae finer grain and powders. 

ae oo / Interesting, too, are the ie a 31) 
ee a many industrial uses for ae a, [ SAN 

ye [a ® carborundum-made abrasive oh by He a 
ss ps , ie aes ar grains. They help polish * fo ae. x ve ef | 

ay pad Ck and finish countless prod— aoe f F SS s: 7 

se _ see tee ucts, from cutlery to plow— ere. > ge . ae 

- : o shares, from the bevelling /**'’ eo a. 7 co 1 

i iliac of glass to the lapping of Ve : F | ey, Le i ee 2 

transmission gears and the “ee. iy, | pe 
grinding of optical lenses. 3 oo owe oy A ‘ 

ae 
EC —— 

‘ eV SES eer 

Z a cs oe a 

/ ‘ok | oe Whatever may be the use of grinding wheels, 

Peas lt CA aS coated abrasives and other abrasive prod— 

et es | ie LG a ucts in the industry you enter, you’ll find 

s =| y i e E i i e ye." - our outstanding research, manufacturing 

a = Ue A “aks “a o> and engineering facilities can render a real 

Reo ee A ie service. Write The Carborundum Company, 
ba Ai My : 
ay . eS Ar ie *) Niagara Falls, New York. 

je eS <% f 

‘C2 Waw~ NN 

ws \ fF NY \\ LN 

: \\\ Vu 2 CAR BORUN D bedhi ‘ 

oo 2 WoO. uo- \ 

ng GE RPeninb ni bamomden tanme Ne i et tS 
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-\N EVER INCREASING 
\ s WHY LOCOMOTIVES ARE CALLED “SHE” 

Weras QUANTITIES They wear jackets with yokes, pins, shields, and stays. 
For Nana oes —— - i They have aprons and laps, too. Not only do they have 

* Nation? ae Le oe ye i | t Ss shoes, but they have pumps and even hose, while they 

4| chad dey ene 2 a “E am. drag trains behind them. They also attract attention with 
>. mt V0) por oo Nore us bf] puffs and mufflers, and sometimes they refuse to work. 

| H q ey ais spa en. a os oo) : At such times they need to be switched. They need guid- 
al ap = ah ae A oe fs: ri ing and require a man to feed them. They all smoke, and 

ma 3 Om = a | a A = they are much steadier when they are hooked up. 

i f a vd —  . & eas ae A censor is a lovely man— 

. re han -— . a i : a i I know you think so too; 
er 44 a ee i ~ |. ~~ I heey He sees three meanings in a joke— 

ys J | a Lee a When there are only two! 
Le ce Ge a te — : — ane . 

06lUa : = _—s«. & 
iy = . a : x ee Caller at hospital: “I'd like to see Mr. Jones.” 

pr 2 a Jy aa : Nurse: “He’s in the sitting room.” 
e ss / ho : Aire mene Caller: “Oh, well, Pll wait until he’s through.” 

BE) — Asembly tine of No. | | SCREW MACHINES ° 
$B) chines — Electricatty |_| Write for General Catalog WHAT'S YOUR L.Q.? 

production Washines listing the complete line Answers: 
ee om climb milinae fg (BS, Brown & Sharpe myo. co. 1—Seven divided by seven plus seven times seven is 

. fifty-six. 

B 2—The temperature of the room rises because energy 

R O Vf | & A 4 | 7. R od E enters the room and is not allowed to leave. 

3—(c). 

- — 

| 

| Try Our 

This magazine is only l 3 Tickets, Programs, Letter- | 
| S| one of the products of our = heads, Envelopes, etc., are 

_ plant... an example of SEES handled with the same high | 

publication typography... Se quality craftsmanship ... 

ATTRACTIVE PRINTING @ ATTRACTIVE PRICES 

CAMPUS PUBLISHING CO. 
| 823 UNIVERSITY AVENUE TELEPHONE BADGER 1137 
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@ 5 B > BUY UNITED STATES 
os Res DEFEREE BOADS 6 STAMPS 

SS Nay 
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MRR ie 
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WAG RA LA 

The superior performance and endurance ‘ i ee + ‘i 
of American mechanized military equipment & 4% 4 at ¥, 

will be the deciding factor in the war and a lot &4% A} 4 ¥ , EA 
of the credit must go to the engineers respon- ‘ SAC VS We i 
sible for its design. NR RINE Lh BAN 

we Sa ed WE. ANY 

For one thing, they know their bearings—a OTR tae, SAR 

vitally important requirement. Thus Timken WOR NS i Ve: AR 

Tapered Roller Bearings are being called on to 4Q\t SAN hE a 2 
“keep ’em rolling.” ae SR Ba aa 

% ® aN AEG EE SY, EL 
You, too, will find a thorough knowledge of SS AN mi nh ay, 

. . RN VA RS. OAS, Ca A Ry RS 
Timken Bearings one of your most valuable as- “S . ANC ea 

sets when you graduate and join the ranks of 3@\ ahah Wala 4 
practicing engineers. SAS SAUSAGE we i" 

Begin to get this knowledge now; write for a RSENS AK ) eh = 
free copy of the Timken Reference Manual, the oN AAAS oo 
tapered roller bearing text book. VEN Ny) P 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO NEN \\ ue VSI \ 
ACSW \\ oe ul Se 

Gra q . 

TRADE-MARK REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. Wey —. %..' 
. TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS An ms YAY 

Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings for automobiles, motor a ’ . \4 q by 

trucks, railroad cars and locomotives and all kinds of industrial machin- a} . 
sry; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and a 

Timken Rock Bits.



ape f Af vp fy rf There, under an X-ray machine, these various specimens 
tts V4 ge ; F i . 
LSS 7 of flora were bombarded with 1,000,000-velt XN rays. ia 

| ] é va WA ll 1D} They were then returned to the New York State Experi- hee eh 2b) all igs Sy were te we ea es allt “Ml We “ee ment Station at Geneva for planting and subsequent eS ro (Pee "4 0 ? p ? f c =|) St ah, IF l Se observation of the effect of the X rays upon the color, ——s ee he ke—>| 3 SS SAF, size, flavor, quality, resistance to disease, and other Zs ; » quality, : 
characteristics of the fruit and vegetables. 

UNDER ONE ROOF Variations and mutations are to be expected when 
HE General Electric Company has a leased-wire living plant cells are subjected to bombardment with ) gy J 
communication system which functions as smoothly X rays. Under forced germination, effects of the 1,000,000- 

as if all G-E branches were housed in a single building. volt treatment on seeds may be observed within a few 
During the year 1941, a total of 3796 miles was added to days, but, for the young trees and berry bushes, the full 

the leased-wire communication system to help speed the effect will not be known for at least five years. 
handling of contracts. A network of 11,565 miles is now 

available for telephone and teletype messages. =. 
The telephone network covers 5630 miles and serves ws wy A 1 key industrial cities in the East and Middle West. It 

contains 37 individual wires, many of which can be inter- \\ . aaa ey . Y connected for greater flexibility and coverage. ‘The tele- y ee — “s 4 type network comprises 4822 miles of full-time circuits WW, s “% My 
and 1113 miles of part-time circuits. Thirty-one cities are (yg Ow On 

inl SEE a iy $2 7 served directly, and many others are served indirectly. as ‘4 ln a by 

Sy Vi ® , I ‘HE General Electric Company’s construction of the 

(i ae first large electric plant in the Belgian Congo was 
Wj s . : sos me \ vt D stalled by the lack of dowel pins, the only items missing a tan ap _ Oe ( Pranthente a) CV) from an inventory of hundreds of parts. The whole camp 2, ple & z4 : : : SR a was searched, natives were questioned, but not a single eer, . - 

\" \ ee dowel pin was found. 

pie ae With a go-day deadline, replacements were out of the aay: 
He oe question, so, with makeshift materials, tools, and help, \ (Se é z ap 7" — At ri i i new dowel pins were fashioned. ‘The job was finished on 

ae a 

schedule. 

VOLTS AND VITAMINS Months afterwards a visitor to a half-savage tribe in the 
/ I HE, General Electric industrial X-ray laboratory re- Belgian Congo found men and women alike wearing a new 

cently moved a large number of apple and other fruit type of nose ornament. Thrust through the cartilage of 
trees, berry bushes, and tomato and string bean seeds the nose, gleaming and twinkling in the African sunlight, 
into the confines of its workrooms. the missing dowel pins were the pride of the natives. 
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